
FPHRA Board Meeting Minutes 
July 21, 2020 

 
The meeting was called to order at 7:10  pm at the Forest Park pool.  
 
Roll Call 
In attendance: Nate Christensen, Sarah North, Amy Stivers, Jerry Mills, Leslie Hakze, Jeremy Fix, 
and Neal Carter. A quorum was present. 
 
Minutes from last meeting: 

• Neal Carter approved the minutes from our last meeting in early July. Jerry Mills 
seconded. All were in favor. 
 

Owner’s forum and comments: 
• No reports 

 
Financial Report: 

• Nate Christensen asked whether or not we should charge late fees for the late dues 
from June--there are two homes that are late on dues. We waived late fees in March 
due to COVID-19 and financial strains, but for June the members of the board feel we 
can return to charging late fees. If any homeowners have extenuating circumstances, we 
can take that into account on a case by case basis. 

• We have a new insurance company--Nationwide. Our insurance agent suggested the 
switch. We will have to pay our annual premium in August when we get the bill. 

• We have paid the invoice for Perfect Pools through June. Nate hasn’t seen an itemized 
invoice to see where we’re at with the funds we have paid, especially regarding staffing 
of life guards. When we first opened the pool, we were over staffing (with three guards 
instead of two) because we had the extra funds due to opening the pool two weeks late 
and we were concerned about the need for checking people in at the gate and 
disinfecting every hour. We switched to two life guards on duty more recently. We can 
ask Landon at Perfect Pools to give us an itemized invoice to help us determine where 
we are at with our funds for the season. This will help us determine if we have the funds 
available to staff life guards to hold a late night each week at the pool during August. If 
we have the funds available, we could try to hold a late night on Saturday each week in 
August, or at least as many weeks as we can fund this and have guards available. 
 

Pool Report: 
• The board members feel we can remove the reservation system for the pool, at least for 

weekdays Monday through Friday. The pool reservations have not been near capacity 
for a while and reservations and pool use have decreased over the past few weeks. We 
will still keep the reservations for the weekends for now since these continue to be 
busier. We can continue the reservations for the rest of this week and then remove 
them officially starting next week. We will need to reinforce with life guards that they 
must continue to check everyone in at the gate and refer to names on a current 



registration list (we’ll provide updated lists as needed), and residents must show a 
photo ID and indicate the names of all members of their party to ensure everyone in the 
party is a resident and on the registration list. The guards will have to take names down 
on a blank list and if the pool reaches full capacity (50 people) at any given time, it will 
be on a first come/first serve basis. Sarah will create a blank list for the life guards to 
sign in people as they come to the pool. 

• We will keep the scheduled hour breaks for the life guards in place during the day to 
ensure the guards have adequate break times and have time to clean and disinfect the 
pool area. 

• Jeremy Fix discussed the backflow problem that he has been working on fixing at the 
pool. Currently we are not up to code with Denver Water and we need to remedy that 
as soon as possible. Denver Water requires a backflow prevention device and this needs 
to be tested and passed annually by a plumber with a special certification or a backflow 
engineer. Jeremy is currently working on finding someone with these qualifications to 
help us get this taken care of. 

• The flow sensor for the heater has stopped working properly, and water was leaking 
out. Landon from Perfect Pools replaced that yesterday. 

• The light needs to be replaced underwater in the deep end of the pool. Jeremy will have 
Landon from Perfect Pools replace it because he replaced the other one last year. It cost 
us around $1,200 last time with some complications, so it may be around the same 
amount or a little less. 

• Jeremy will replace the locks and get new keys for the playground area gate and the 
shed at the pool since these keys were lost. We won’t need these now until the end of 
the season, so he will hold off on this for now. The new fob key has already been 
replaced for the guards to use. 

 
Beautification Report: 

• Leslie talked to Ben Kristopeit who runs our new mowing company. They will start 
looking at the entrance sign areas. If things look overgrown, they will take care of 
mowing/trimming the area as needed. They suggested Leslie go through Weed 
Wranglers for the weeds on Dry Creek and Jamison Ave. for now since they had offered 
to cover those areas this year. 

• Ben Kristopeit has asked if it would be okay to have his crew clean up the bushes along 
Dry Creek. These bushes have needed trimming and cleaning up for years, as well as just 
cleaning up discarded trash underneath. This has been a source of discussion with the 
board for years with no resolution. The city of Centennial claims that the bushes and the 
area from the fence to the street is the responsibility of the homeowners who live there. 
However, the area has not been tended to by residents in quite some time. In the past, 
the board has talked about assuming responsibility for the upkeep to ensure our 
neighborhood keeps looking nice, but the board has worried about the possible liability 
if something goes wrong. In addition to liability, the board has also been concerned that 
once we assume responsibility for the upkeep, we have to sustain this. It is also 
important to include the homeowners in this discussion as these are technically their 



bushes and an extension of their yard. The board also wondered about the possibility 
that the city would assume our responsibility for the plowing of that sidewalk, too if we 
take this on. 

• We need to look into consulting with an attorney to find out how to explore these 
options and to ensure the board is not taking on an added liability. We currently do not 
have an attorney since ours retired 2 years ago. Nate will talk to homeowner, Sue 
Santos, to find out if she has any recommendations for an attorney since she works in 
the HOA field. He will also talk to Ben Kristopeit to find out more information about 
what his crew would do in the cleaning up process and if they have any thoughts about 
ensuring the board is not assuming liability and responsibility for the upkeep. Once we 
have more information and have consulted with a lawyer, we can send a letter to the 
homeowners along the north side of Dry Creek Place with backyards that border this 
area to gather feedback and input from them prior to making any final decisions. 
 

Social: 
• The board discussed the possibility of holding an Oktoberfest event, with some changes 

to ensure we are continuing to follow public health orders related to COVID-19. It was 
discussed that if we have it at the pool, we could see about expanding the area to 
include Arapaho Park just beyond the pool area fence to keep social distancing 
requirements in place. The board is concerned we may struggle to keep residents within 
the boundaries of the pool area with alcohol, and we may run the risk of getting calls 
from neighboring homes that we are violating COVID-19 public health orders. We could 
possibly have a catering service or a food truck to hand out food rather than have 
residents doing that to ensure safe handling procedures are in place. If we use a food 
truck, we could pay a flat rate and somehow ensure only residents of Forest Park get the 
food, such as using a ticket system. The board also discussed the possibility of making it 
a block party again, where a cul-de-sac street is blocked off with the proper barricades 
and permits. In order to keep the gathering at the appropriate size to maintain public 
health orders, we can possibly have more of a flexible cul-de-sac party on 3 streets, with 
different themes and food trucks. Leslie can talk to Sue Santos about food truck 
contacts. Jerry will talk to Cubs Q because he has a connection there. Instead of a band, 
we could have music playing on each street, controlled by the homeowners. These are 
all just ideas right now and we will have to keep monitoring the public health orders to 
ensure we can even hold an event. 

• Sarah North proposed we still hold the dog swim at the end of the pool season. This 
event hasn’t been overly crowded in the past, so it seems likely that we could hold this 
event and still maintain the public health orders for COVID-19. 
 

Communications: 
• No separate report. Sarah will send out communication regarding the change to the 

pool reservation system sometime later this week. 
 
Old Business: 

• No old business. 



 
New business: 

• Jeremy proposed that we should be researching and planning for a dues adjustment 
schedule to adjust for inflation and to ensure continued financial sustainability for the 
neighborhood. An adjustment schedule will help us to avoid hitting the neighborhood 
with an abrupt increase in dues all at once, and instead put this increase in place 
gradually over time. This could then be communicated on our website for new residents 
and having it planned out will allow for more financial transparency. We have not 
increased our dues in several years so we are not keeping up with inflation. We also 
need to build back up our reserves for different problems that may arise with the pool 
and our aging structures and facility. We can start researching how to set up the 
appropriate increase in dues by looking at our budget over the past few years to 
compare costs of different line items and identifying where gaps and increases have 
been. We will look more at this at our next meeting. 

 
Meeting was adjourned at 8:35 pm. 
 
Next meeting:  
The next meeting date was not set, but will be communicated soon for a date sometime in 
August. 
 
 


